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We explore the effects of Photon Induced (PI) production of a dilepton final state in the Large
Hadron Collider environment. Using QED Parton Distribution Function (PDF) sets we can treat
the photons as real partons inside the protons and compare their yield directly to that of the Drell-
Yan (DY) process. In particular, we concentrate on an error analysis of the two mechanisms. In
order to do so, we use the NNPDF set, which comes with a set of replicas to estimate the systematic
PDF error, and the CT14 set. On the one hand, we find that the PI contribution becomes dominant
over DY above a dilepton invariant mass of 3 TeV. On the other hand, the PI predictions are
affected by a large uncertainty coming from the QED PDFs, well above the one affecting the DY
mode. We assess the impact of these uncertainties in the context of resonant and non-resonant
searches for a neutral massive vector boson (Z′) through the differential cross section and Forward-
Backward Asymmetry (AFB) observables as a function of the dilepton invariant mass. While the
former is subject to the aforementioned significant residual errors the latter shows the systematic
error cancellation expected (recall that AFB is a ratio of cross sections) even in presence of PI
contributions, so that the recently emphasized key role played by AFB as a valid tool for both Z′

discovery and interpretation in both resonant and non-resonant mode is further consolidated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The upgrade in energy of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to 13 TeV has opened the exploration of higher energy
scales that were barred during the past RunI. A crucial point in the search for Beyond Standard Model (BSM) physics
is the precise understanding of the behaviour of the SM background, especially in the high energy regime where one
expects that new physics could appear. The LHC potential in BSM searches at the ongoing RunII will be further
boosted by the increase of the collected data sample in three years time when the luminosity should reach the project
value L = 300 fb−1. As we approach the high luminosity phase at the LHC, the statistical errors will be greatly
reduced. At the same time, systematic effects will become more and more important. In a hadron collider like the
LHC, the major source of theoretical systematics at high energies comes from the PDF uncertainties. The errors in
measured data propagate in fact into the fitted PDFs. Great improvements in this sense have been achieved recently
by many PDF collaborations. The parameterization and modeling of quarks and gluons PDFs have been significantly
ameliorated by including also new high precision data from HERA and Fermilab (see Ref. [1, 2] and references
therein). This has led to a reduction of the uncertainties on the d/u ratio, especially in the large-x regime (x ≥ 0.4)
closely related to the high energy scales probed in parton-parton hard scatterings.
The advantage of such an improvement easily translates into an enhanced capability of producing more accurate
predictions for BSM signals and SM background at the LHC. New physics signals require an accurate determination
of the SM background and uncertainties in the large-x PDFs could affect the interpretation of the LHC experiments
searching for new particles at high mass scales. In particular, we consider in this paper the leptonic Drell-Yan (DY)
channel pp → qq̄ → l+l− with l = e, µ. This process is particularly useful in the search for extra heavy neutral
spin-1 Z ′-bosons. For a review see Refs. [3–10] and references therein. As the present bounds on the Z ′-boson
mass, extracted at the past LHC RunI, have been set at around MZ′ ' 2500 − 3200 GeV depending on the specific
theoretical model [11, 12], the dilepton spectrum of interest at the ongoing LHC RunII lies at high mass scales. To a
large extent, its simulation thus requires to have large values of the fraction of longitudinal proton momentum taken
by the colliding quarks and antiquarks initiating the hard scattering for the Z ′-boson production in the DY channel.
For this reason, the improved knowledge of the quark and antiquark PDFs at large-x is extremely valuable.
With increasing the luminosity towards the LHC project value L = 300 fb−1, the statistical error will get smaller
and smaller at medium-large energy scales while higher energy scales will be explored for the first time saturating the
LHC potential in discovering (or excluding) new physics. It is mandatory that theoretical uncertainties follow this
trend too, for the interpretation of the experimental results that will be obtained with a very good statistical precision
in many cases. Fixed-order perturbative QCD calculations for Drell-Yan production are available at next-to-leading
(NLO) and next-to-next-to-leading (NNLO) accuracy, as well as EW NLO corrections for the complete di-lepton
channel [13]. In order to be consistent with the partonic matrix elements, the PDF sets should have both QCD and
EW corrections in the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution kernels [14, 15]. To stay with
QED effects, in addition to the corrected kernels, the QED collinear singularity leads to the need of introducing the
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photon distribution function which mixes with the quark (antiquark) PDFs and requires to be determined by a fit to
the experimental data, like the other PDFs.
This latter element can lead to a novel source of theoretical systematics. One should in fact consider the Photon
Induced (PI) lepton pair production, pp → γγ + X → l+l− + X with l = e, µ. This contribution sums to the DY
(differential) cross section and modifies the prediction of the SM background that we have up to now. The PI dilepton
production mode receives contributions from three different processes, distinguished by the virtuality of the two initial
photons giving rise to the γγ hard scattering. When the two photons are both considered as proton constituents, one
has the so-called double dissociative process. In this instance, the photon’s virtuality is null so that the photon can be
seen as real (resolved photon). When one photon is resolved, thus being described by a QED PDF, and the other one
is emitted from a quark (antiquark) with a non-zero virtuality one has the so-called single dissociative process. The
last contribution represents the case when both photons are radiated off quarks (or antiquarks) and have non-zero
virtuality. The Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA), described in Ref. [16], provides a method to treat the case
of non-zero virtuality. Double and single dissociative processes require the knowledge of the QED PDFs.
The effect of the photon induced contribution has been evaluated for different processes. Recently, it has been analysed
in the context of Higgs boson measurements. In particular, it has been computed for the four-lepton final state as
a background to the Higgs production where the Higgs boson decays into a Z-boson pair giving rise ultimately to
four leptons in the final state [17]. The PI contribution has been also calculated for two-leptons and two-bosons final
states [18–26]. High-energy QCD effects in the coupling of PI processes to jets, for low but finite photon virtualities,
have been studied in Refs. [27–32].
Some of the PDF collaborations have released sets that include the photon as an additional parton inside the hadron:
MRST2004QED [33], NNPDF2.3QED [34] and CT14QED [35]. Quark (antiquark) PDFs are usually accompanied by
an estimate of the PDF error. Some collaborations have implemented the Hessian procedure [36], others the replicas
method [37]. Concerning the PDF sets with QED effects, only NNPDF2.3 provides uncertainty estimates.
In this paper, we focus on the double dissociative process and use the NNPDF2.3QED release, which adopts the
replicas prescription to calculate the PDF error, to compute the PI contribution to the dilepton final state when in
presence of an hypothetical new physics signal like an extra Z ′-boson. In order to quantify the impact of the PI
contribution with respect to the DY process, taking into account its theoretical uncertainty, we analyze two physical
observables: the differential cross section and the forward-backward asymmetry (AFB) distribution in the dilepton
invariant mass. This choice is motivated by the observation that, for Z ′-boson searches in the DY channel, AFB
is much more robust against systematics than the cross section in the dilepton mass spectrum and can be used in
both the discovery and interpretation stages of the experimental analysis [11, 38–41]. A measurement of the AFB
of Drell-Yan lepton pairs as a function of dilepton invariant mass and rapidity at the 7 and 8 TeV LHC has been
performed by the LHC collaborations. Latest results are reported in Ref. [42].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II, we introduce the photon induced process we are considering and we
compute its contribution to the dilepton final state at both the LHC RunI and RunII, showing that the upgrade in
energy (and luminosity) is a sufficient motivation for the inclusion of this process in the experimental analyses. In
Sect. III, we give a brief description of the replicas method employed by NNPDF2.3QED and we show our result for
the PDF uncertainty on the dilepton mass spectrum mapped in both cross section and AFB. In Sect. V, with a view
to suppressing the SM background to Z ′-boson searches, we study the effect of various kinematical cuts on the PI and
DY contributions to the dilepton final state. In Sect. VI, we present two possible benchmark models predicting one
extra heavy Z ′-boson: Eχ6 and Sequential SM (SSM). The first one belongs to the class of the E6 models [3–6] and is
characterized by a narrow width Z ′-boson. The latter, taken often as benchmark by the experimental collaborations,
provides an example of wide Z ′-boson [43]. Here we focus on the magnitude of the theoretical error coming from the
PDF uncertainty on both cross section and AFB. In Sect. VII, we conclude.

II. REAL PHOTONS FROM QED PDFS

In this section, we discuss the contribution to dilepton final states coming from two initial resolved photons inside
the protons. The hard scattering process induced by a photon-photon collision and leading to the production of two
opposite-sign leptons in the final state is mediated by the exchange of a charged lepton in the t- and u- channels.
The lowest order Feynman diagrams contributing to this process are shown in Fig. 1. The kinematics of the photon
induced scattering has been extensively studied in the literature. Its lowest order matrix element squared at parton
level can easily be computed as [44] ∣∣M(γγ → l+l−)

∣∣2 = 2e4
(
t

u
+
u

t

)
, (II.1)

where u and t are the usual Mandelstam variables and e is the electron electric charge.
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FIG. 1. Photon Induced process contributing to the dilepton final state.
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FIG. 2. (a) PI differential cross section in the dilepton invariant mass for the LHC at 8 TeV (blue line) and 13 TeV (red line).
(b) Ratio of the two differential cross sections at 13 TeV and 8 TeV (magenta line) compared with the analogous ratio for the
DY case (green line). Standard acceptance cuts are applied: |ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV.

Recently, three PDF collaborations, MRST2004QED, NNPDF2.3QED and CT14QED, have released their PDF sets
that include the photon as a proton constituent. This means that those photons extracted from the proton are on-shell
(q2γ = 0), i.e., they are real photons. In the literature, it has also been studied the contribution to dilepton final states
coming from one or two quasi-real photons radiated off quarks (antiquarks) inside the proton. This contribution
has been calculated adopting the EPA. Following this prescription, one can evaluate the effect of quasi-real photons
(q2γ ≈ 0), neglecting the contribution of very off-shell photons which is anyhow subdominant. This prescription has
been implemented in some of the most popular computational tools for particle physics: Pythia8 [45] and Madgraph
5.1 [46].

We address in this paper the PI contribution to the dilepton final state where the real photons come from the QED
PDFs, postponing the discussion of our results on the other two contributions computed in EPA to a forthcoming
publication. We compute the double dissociative process using the aforementioned three different PDF sets. In all
cases, we fix the factorization scale to be equal to the dilepton invariant mass, Q = Mll =

√
ŝ. We have verified that

a different scale choice, for example Q2 = p2T , where pT is the lepton transverse momentum, does not significantly
change our conclusions. The integration of the PI matrix element squared is collinearly divergent. However, the
implementation of the usual acceptance cuts can regularize the computation. We thus impose that |ηl| < 2.5 and
plT > 20 GeV where ηl and plT are the rapidity and transverse momentum of each final state lepton, respectively. In
the following we will use the NNPDF2.3QED results unless otherwise specified.

In Fig. 2a, we plot the differential cross section in the dilepton invariant mass for the PI process at the 8 TeV LHC
(blue line) and the 13 TeV LHC (red line). In Fig. 2b, we show the ratio of these two spectra (magenta line) together
with the analogous ratio for the DY process (green line), that is the production of lepton pairs induced by a quark-
antiquark interaction via the exchange of off-shell SM γ and Z gauge bosons. As one can see, there is an increase of
the PI differential cross section with the collider energy, even if less substantial than in the DY case. For an invariant
mass Mll = 3 TeV, the PI differential cross section has increased roughly by a factor of five, in the upgrade from RunI
to RunII, while the DY one has gone up by a factor of twenty.

The importance of the PI contribution seems to be reduced with the energy upgrade of RunII and this effect is mainly
due to the stronger relative enhancement of the quark PDFs in comparison with the QED PDFs. This is indeed the
result displayed in Fig. 3a. There, we show the complete result, given by the sum of PI and DY contributions to the
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FIG. 3. (a) Relative importance of the PI term in the dilepton SM background at the LHC with energies of 8 TeV (blue line)
and 13 TeV (red line). Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV ). (b) Number of events expected
in the dielectron channel as a function of the lower cut applied on the dielectron invariant mass. The solid lines represent the
pure DY background while the dashed ones include also the PI contribution. Different colors refer to different stages of the
LHC as described in the legend. Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV) as well as the declared
efficiency of the electron channel [12]. NNLO QCD corrections are accounted for in the DY term [47].

differential cross section, normalized to the DY result. The relative importance of the PI contribution with respect to
the DY differential cross section appears in principle much bigger at the 8 TeV LHC. However, one needs to consider
the available integrated luminosity before drawing conclusions. The role of the luminosity is displayed in Fig. 3b
where we show the number of events in the dielectron channel, which are expected at each of the three representative
stages of the LHC described in the legend. The solid lines show the DY cumulative cross section, computed from the
dielectron invariant mass threshold on, while the dashed ones include also the PI contribution to the same final state.
NNLO corrections to the DY term, obtained using the WZPROD code at different invariant mass points1 [47, 48],
are included, while for the PI process, on the other hand, we are considering only the LO calculation in QED. In
the calculations of the expected number of events and of the significances of BSM signals we also include the overall
efficiency factor given in Ref. [12].
As one can see from Fig. 3b, with the luminosity collected during RunI (L ' 20 fb−1) the number of dilepton events
predicted within the SM goes to zero for invariant masses beyond Mll = 1.8 TeV. Up to these energy scales, the
PI contribution is at most 25% of the standard DY cross section. The extracted exclusion bounds on the mass of
an hypothetical narrow-width Z ′-boson have been set in a 2.5–3.2 TeV range, depending on the specific theoretical
model. This range lies in a dilepton invariant mass window where the SM background is zero. One can thus conclude
that the PI effect was not decisive for the Z ′-boson searches in the dilepton channel performed at the LHC RunI and
for the exclusion bounds that have been from there derived.
Different is the situation at the present LHC RunII. In one year time, the collected luminosity is expected to be
L ' 30 fb−1. The number of SM dilepton events will be different from zero up to invariant masses of the order of 2.5
TeV, that is at the edge of the present exclusion bounds on the mass of possible narrow-width extra Z ′-bosons. In
this instance, the PI contribution could impact on the Z ′-searches performed by the experimental collaborations. A
default procedure, applied for example by the CMS collaboration in Z ′-searches, is to simulate the SM background
with a functional form whose parameters are fitted to the predictions obtained by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
The expected SM background given by the functional form is then normalized to the data in a dilepton invariant mass
window on the left-hand side of the hypothetical Z ′-boson pole mass. The lower edge of this window is determined
by the requirement of collecting 400 events.
If we consider the present lower limit from which new searches are starting, MZ′ = 2.5 TeV, and take a mass range
on its left-hand side such to satisfy this condition, we find that the PI contribution at the 13 TeV LHC can be of
the order of 25% of the DY differential cross section usually accounted for. The relative magnitude of the PI versus
DY cross section is the same as during RunI. What changes is the number of expected SM background events, in
the search window where the unbinned likelihood fitting procedure is performed, which are near the hypothetical

1 We are aware of the fact that the NNLO k-factor obtained this way (i.e., fully inclusively) is not fully justified for a calculation that
involves cuts on the phase space. However, we emphasise that the actual central value of the DY prediction (or its error, especially in
relation to the PI case) is not our main concern here and that this practise is often used in experimental analyses. Conversely, in our
extraction of LHC sensitivities to DY, estimates of higher order effects are necessary.
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FIG. 4. (a) Ratio between the central values of the photon induced dilepton spectrum obtained with the MRST2004QED
and the NNPDF2.3QED sets. (b) Same as (a) but now comparing the MRST2004QED and the CT14QED sets. (c) Ratio
between the dilepton spectrum at two different factorisation scales, Q2 = ŝ and Q2 = P 2

T , for MRST2004QED (dashed lines),
for CT14QED (dotted lines) and NNPDF2.3QED (solid lines) at the 8 TeV LHC (blue lines) and the 13 TeV LHC (red lines).
(d) Differential cross section distribution for the PI process as predicted by the three PDF collaborations specified. Standard
acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV).

Z ′-boson mass. At RunI, this number was null above Mll = 1.8 TeV, at RunII is not anymore. In this respect, the PI
contribution can start playing a sizeable role at present searches. Its importance will increase in the future, when the
project luminosity L ' 300 fb−1 will be reached. In that case, the number of SM background events is estimated to
be different from zero up to about 3.5 TeV. At these mass scales, the PI contribution goes up to roughly 60% of the
DY cross section. It is thus advisable to take the PI contribution into account when simulating the SM background
to the dilepton final states, for any sensible interpretation of the data.

Such a PI background is surely important for BSM searches of narrow-width extra Z ′-bosons, as we discussed up
to now, for it could affect the extracted Z ′ mass bounds in regions of the dilepton spectrum where the number of
expected SM events is different from zero. However, it becomes definitely an issue for non-resonant searches in the
same channel, like for contact interactions. In this case, a BSM signal would appear like either an excess of events
evenly spread over the SM background or as a plateau. The experimental search in this case relies on a counting
strategy. The theoretical interpretation of such a non-shaped signal requires a particularly accurate knowledge of the
SM background. To this end, the computation of the central value of the PI cross section and the determination of its
theoretical uncertainty is mandatory for any reliable interpretation of the experimental results. We discuss in more
detail the impact of the PI background on BSM searches for both examples of new physics signals in Sect. VI.

A recent analysis by ATLAS at 8 TeV LHC, published in Ref. [49], is dedicated to non-resonant searches in the dilepton
channel. There, the PI background is explicitly included. It is generated via Pythia8, adopting the MRST2004QED
PDFs [33]. According to the plots on the dilepton spectrum, shown there, the PI contribution is marginal compared
to the DY one. This is not consistent with what we find with the NNPDF2.3 set in the same dilepton invariant
mass region. In order to understand this discrepancy, in Fig. 4a we compare the two PI distributions in the dilepton
invariant mass obtained with the two different sets of PDFs. We consider only the central values, neglecting the
PDF uncertainty as that is not available for the MRST2004QED set. To visualize the difference between the two
results, we plot the ratio between the dilepton spectrum computed with the MRST2004QED PDF and the spectrum
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FIG. 5. (a) DY dilepton spectrum for the 100 NNPDF replicas. (b) Central value and PDF error for the DY dilepton spectrum
via NNPDF. (c) Relative size of the PDF error for the DY process at the 8 TeV (blue line) and 13 TeV (red line) LHC. Standard
acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV).

evaluated with the NNPDF2.3QED set. We consider the two collider energies: 8 TeV (blue line) and 13 TeV (red
line). In addition, we take two possible factorization scales Q2 = ŝ (solid lines) and Q2 = P 2

T (dashed lines), in order
to analyse the scale choice dependence.
As one can see in Fig. 4a, the central value of the PI contribution obtained with NNPDF is significantly larger than
that obtained with MRST photon PDFs. The difference increases with the mass scale. In Fig. 4b we have repeated
the same exercise for the CT14QED set (more precisely we use the CT14QED inc set which includes also the elastic
scattering component) in comparison with the MRST set and the difference we have found is also sizeable, with the
central value predicted by the CT14 collaboration being smaller than the MRST one. Changing the factorization
scale does not affect much the conclusion. It adds in fact only a few tens of percent uncertainty. At the 8 TeV
LHC, that is the energy at which the ATLAS analysis was carried out, the MRST result is on average a factor of 2–3
smaller than the NNPDF one in the explored search window. This is the origin of the difference we are observing. In
Fig. 4c, we analyse the dependence on the factorization scale in more detail. We plot the ratio between the dilepton
spectrum evaluated at two different factorization scales, Q2 = ŝ and Q2 = P 2

T . We computed the three QED PDF
sets predictions at the 8 TeV and 13 TeV LHC. The result is that the scale dependence is more pronounced for the
NNPDF. It ranges between 14%–30% in the shown mass window, while it varies between 6%–18% when using MRST
and between 9%–20% with the CT14 set. In Fig. 4d we plot the central value for the PI process obtained with the
three PDF sets. Clearly the differences between the predictions from each set are substantial.
So far, we have discussed the central value of the PI contribution. The outcome is that in the mass range of interest at
the present LHC RunII, Mll ≥ 2.5 TeV, the PI contribution to the dilepton spectrum can range between 30%–200%
of the DY cross section and increases with the mass scale. The PI (differential) cross section is definitely sizeable
and comparable in magnitude to the DY background. Moreover, it falls less rapidly than the DY contribution with
increasing dilepton invariant mass. As a consequence, not only the magnitude but also the shape of the overall SM
dilepton spectrum can change, owing to the PI contribution. The second message to extract is that the difference
between the three PDF collaborations predictions for the PI cross section is significant and increases with the mass
scale. The NNPDF central value is larger than the MRST one by roughly a factor of 2–3 in the region of interest, and
roughly a factor of 3–6 larger than the CT14 best fit in the same region. This is already a measure of the uncertainty
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FIG. 6. (a) PI dilepton spectrum for the 100 NNPDF replicas. (b) Central value and PDF error for the PI dilepton spectrum in
NNPDF. (c) PI dilepton spectrum for the first 15 CT14 tables, which parametrise an initial momentum fraction of the proton
total momentum carried by the photon ranging from 0.00% to 0.11%. (d) Central value and PDF error for the PI dilepton
spectrum extracted from CT14 tables and upper limits on the momentum fraction as quoted in [35]. Standard acceptance cuts
are applied |ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV.

on the PI central value. In the next section, we shall address the proper QED PDF uncertainty, by computing the
NNPDF error. We shall see that the difference between the three central values of the photon induced dilepton cross
section is completely included in the PDF error band estimated via the NNPDF2.3QED set. Similar results have
been found by the authors of Ref. [34].

III. REPLICAS METHOD FOR THE PDF UNCERTAINTY

In this section, we estimate the theoretical error on the double dissociative PI dilepton production coming from the
PDF uncertainty. This can be considered as a systematic error on the determination of the dilepton spectrum. The
various quark (antiquark) PDFs from different collaborations come with specific procedures to estimate the error on
the central value. The various PDF collaboration groups decided to follow different approaches. CTEQ and MRST
apply the Hessian method that exploits PDF eigenvalues [11, 50]. In this approach, the error is estimated from the
standard deviation of a limited number of central values coming from the difference of paired PDF fits (order 20 pair
of fits). In this work we mainly followed the replicas method adopted by the NNPDF collaboration. The error on the
PDF central value is computed as the standard deviation of a large set of replicas (order 100) that represent other
possible fits of the experimental data [34, 37]. For any observable, the central value is defined as the average of the
different replicas and its error is given by the standard deviation as summarized by the following equations,

O0 = 〈O〉 =
1

N

N∑
k=1

Ok, (III.1)
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FIG. 7. (a) Prediction of the DY+PI dilepton spectrum for the 100 NNPDF replicas. (b) central value for the DY (black line)
and DY+PI (red line) dilepton spectrum from NNPDF including the PDF error band for the two cases. (c) Relative impact of
the PDF uncertainties with (magenta line) and without (blue line) the PI contribution. Standard acceptance cuts are applied
(|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV).

(∆O)
2

=
1

N

N∑
k=1

(Ok −O0)2, (III.2)

where Ok (k = 1, ..., N) are the N replicas. Following this approach, we have evaluated the differential cross section
for the hundred NNPDF replicas for both the DY and PI processes. The good quality of the quark (antiquark) fit
translates into a rather satisfactory prediction for the DY dilepton spectrum. This is shown in Fig. 5a where we plot
the dilepton invariant mass distribution for all the replicas. The result of the averaging procedure gives the central
value and the error band visible in Fig. 5b.
At the LHC RunII with 13 TeV, the PDF uncertainty coming from the large-x region is pushed towards higher dilepton
invariant masses, compared to RunI. More in detail, the relative PDF error grows above 10% for Mll ≥ 4 TeV and
goes up sharply to 80% at the LHC potential edge around Mll ' 6 TeV, as shown in Fig.5c. The theoretical error on
the DY process initiated by a quark-antiquark interaction looks reasonably under control over a large portion of the
dilepton spectrum. Unfortunately, the situation is much worse for the PI process. The uncertainty on the QED PDF
results in more scattered predictions, as shown in Fig. 6a where we plot the PI dilepton spectrum for the hundred
different replicas in NNPDF2.3QED. The central value and its error, estimated as before, are shown in Fig.6b.

An estimation of the photon PDF uncertainty is also given in the CT14QED set, which is provided with 31 PDFs
tables, each one parameterising the photon PDF under the constraint that the photon is carrying a fixed fraction of
the proton total momentum. Thus we have predictions for momentum fraction carried by the photon growing from
0.00% to 0.30%. It is found [35] that at 90% C.L. the maximum momentum fraction allowed for the photon is 0.14%,
and similar analysis give a maximum of 0.11% at 68% C.L.. Following this result, we have extracted the CT14QED
central value prediction averaging the results obtained using the appropriate 12 tables, while the 68% C.L. area is
twice the 1σ deviation band. The prediction from the CT14 first 12 tables is shown in Fig. 6c, while its central
value and 1σ error band are shown in Fig. 6d. Not only do the NNPDF2.3QED and CT14QED central values differ
significantly, as already seen in the previous section, but also the estimates of the photon PDF uncertainty are very
different between NNPDF2.3QED and CT14QED.
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FIG. 8. (a) Number of SM events expected in the dielectron channel from the DY process as a function of the lower cut on the
dilepton invariant mass. The error bands include only the statistical error, as the PDF error is here sub-dominant. (b) Same
result with the inclusion of the PI contribution. In the error bands is now included the overall PDF uncertainty in addiction
to the statistical error. Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV) as well as the declared efficiency of
the electron channel [12]. NNLO QCD corrections are accounted for in the DY term [47].

Once the DY and PI contributions to the dilepton final state are added up, the overall scenario becomes more
difficult to handle. The dilepton spectrum for the different NNPDF2.3QED replicas is shown in Fig. 7a. The overall
prediction for the dilepton channel is shown in Fig. 7b where we plot the central value and its theoretical error for
the pure DY process (black line and band) and for the combined DY+PI process (red line and band). Clearly, we
are in the presence of a very large systematic error that blows up quickly above Mll ≥ 2.5 TeV, as visible in Fig. 7c.
The relative PDF error is already well above 50% at that mass scale and it reaches 500% at Mll ≥ 4 TeV. At Mll ≥ 4
TeV, the central value of the PI process computed with NNPDF roughly equals the DY one.
This means that the overall PI contribution, including the error, is a factor of four larger than the DY background
considered by default in many experimental searches. The number of expected SM events and its uncertainty are
shown in Fig. 8 before (a) and after (b) the inclusion of the PI process and its uncertainty. We consider the past
LHC RunI at 8 TeV and L = 20 fb−1 and the ongoing LHC RunII with two representative luminosities, L = 30 fb−1

and L = 300 fb−1. These plots confirm that the number of SM background events is very poorly determined. For
the project luminosity L = 300 fb−1, the evaluation of the pure DY contribution could lead to the conclusion that
the region above Mll = 3.6 TeV should be background free, while adding the PI contribution and its PDF error one
would realize that the SM events could run over the spectrum up to Mll = 5 TeV and beyond.
One can envisage two ways to keep under control this very large systematic uncertainty on the dilepton spectrum.
The first one is resorting to a different observable, more robust against systematics. A possible candidate is AFB of
the final state leptons [11, 38–41]. For the default DY process, initiated by quarks (antiquarks) pairs, this observable
has been shown to be mildly dependent on PDF uncertainties and robust against systematic errors, in general, being
a ratio of cross sections. The second option would be implementing dedicated kinematical cuts in order to suppress
the PI contribution, acting directly on the central value. In the next two sections, we address these two possibilities.

IV. FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY

It was already shown in Ref. [11] that systematic effects are strongly reduced in charge asymmetry observables like
AFB. There, this was analyzed in the pure DY process and it was proven that the impact of the quark (antiquark)
PDF error on the AFB determination is quite mild. In this paper, we show that the inclusion of the PI contribution
does not alter this conclusion. The PI process itself does not produce (at tree level) any asymmetry in the angular
distribution of the final state leptons, but it contributes to the total cross section that appears in the denominator of
the AFB expression

AFB =
σF − σB
σF + σB

, (IV.1)

where σF and σB are the forward and the backward contributions to the total cross section, respectively. They are
obtained by integrating the lepton angular distribution forward and backward with respect to the incoming quark
direction. At a pp-collider like the LHC, the original quark direction is unknown. We thus reconstruct the AFB by
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FIG. 9. (a) Reconstructed AFB for the DY process and the combined (DY + PI) process. (b) Absolute PDF error on the
reconstructed AFB observable with and without the inclusion of the PI process. Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5
and plT > 20 GeV).

extracting the quark direction from the kinematics of the dilepton system. Following the criteria of Ref. [41], we
simulate the quark direction from the boost of the dilepton system with respect to the beam axis. The strategy is
motivated by the fact that at the pp LHC the dilepton events at high invariant mass come from the annihilation of
either valence quarks with sea antiquarks or sea quarks with sea antiquarks. As the valence quarks carry away, on
average, a much larger fraction of the proton momentum than the sea antiquarks, the boost direction of the dilepton
system should give a good approximation of the quark direction. A leptonic AFB can thus be expected with respect
to the boost direction. In contrast, the subleading number of dilepton events which originate from the annihilation
of quark-antiquark pairs from the sea must be symmetric. As a measure of the boost, we define the dilepton rapidity

yll =
1

2
ln

(
E + Pz
E − Pz

)
, (IV.2)

where E and Pz are the energy and the longitudinal momentum of the dilepton system, respectively. We identify the
quark direction through the sign of yll. In this way, one can define the reconstructed forward-backward asymmetry,
from now on called AFB∗.
In Fig. 9a, we plot the reconstructed AFB within the SM with and without the PI contribution and its error. The
central value of the AFB∗ decreases when we include the PI process, as expected, while the AFB∗ uncertainty
increases only mildly. The stability of the AFB∗ shape against PDF uncertainties is even more visible in Fig. 9b
where we compare the AFB∗ PDF uncertainty with and without the PI contribution. The reconstructed AFB could
then be used as a valuable supplementary observable to help understand the experimental results coming from the
analysis of the dilepton spectrum.

V. ON THE EFFECT OF KINEMATICAL CUTS

In the DY channel, the lepton pairs are generated by the exchange of the SM γ and Z-boson produced in s-channel.
The PI process instead involves t, u-channel exchanges of a light lepton. The PI matrix element is affected by a
collinear divergence that can be regulated by introducing a cut-off. This problem is naturally solved once we consider
the detector acceptance. Imposing the fiducial cuts of a typical LHC detector, |ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV, the
collinear divergence is controlled adequately.
In the attempt to suppress the expected PI background, which is affected by very large uncertainties and can pollute
BSM searches at high invariant masses, we analyse the behaviour of the acceptance of the PI process versus the DY
one with respect to different kinematical cuts that could be experimentally applied. We consider different angular
and transverse momentum cuts. In particular, the effect of the ηl and plT cuts are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b for
the PI and DY contributions, respectively. The first one appears more sensitive to the pure angular cuts encoded in
the ηl constraint. For Mll > 2 TeV, the cut on the lepton transverse momentum is practically ineffective. Imposing
an angular cut of |ηl| < 1.5 can reduce the PI effect by about 60%. The same cut decreases also the DY differential
cross section by roughly 25% in the region of interest, say, Mll > 2.5 TeV. So, despite the increasing virtuality of
the fermion exchanged in t, u-channels, the PI process does not get suppressed much by the ηl cut with respect to the
DY process.
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FIG. 10. (a) The acceptance of the PI contribution to the dilepton spectrum for different cuts in ηl and plT with respect to
the differential cross section obtained with the standard acceptance cuts: |ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV. (b) Same for the DY
process.

In essence, the number of PI events can be reduced imposing stronger angular cuts, but the benefits of this might not
justify the consequent loss of statistics in the DY channel as this could contain BSM physics. An alternative strategy
to adopt would be to include the PI and its theoretical error in the SM background estimate.

VI. Z′-BOSON SEARCHES AND THE SM BACKGROUND

The scenario we have pictured does not look like a friendly environment for the precise detection of new physics
signals. The theoretical uncertainty on the SM prediction is dominated by systematic effects that will be mostly
influential with increasing the integrated luminosity. Searches for new heavy neutral resonances are better performed
in the dilepton channel, but the theoretical inputs intervening in the experimental procedures should be ameliorated
in the light of the results we have shown. BSM searches are indeed performed simulating the SM background via a
functional form whose parameters are fitted to the MC predictions. The net result is then normalized to the data in
an invariant mass region, appropriately chosen, on the left-hand side of the hypothetical Z ′-boson mass. The shape
or slope of the DY dilepton spectrum can be modified significantly by the PI contribution, including its error. The
combined (DY + PI) background decreases much less steeply with the invariant mass than the default DY. So does
the overall number of expected SM events. For invariant masses above Mll = 3.5 TeV, QED effects might increase the
number of events from one (as expected in pure DY production) to twenty (including the uncertainties). A reshaping
of the SM background is thus advisable in order to perform an accurate likelihood fitting procedure.

In this context, both the resonant search for a new heavy neutral gauge boson and the non-resonant searches for
contact interactions, to cite an example, can be strongly affected by the PI contribution. In the resonant case, the
incorrect estimate of the SM background events would lead to either a pre-discovery enthusiasm while in presence of a
simple fluctuation or to mis-estimate the Z ′-boson mass bounds. In non-resonant searches we would encounter more
difficulties. The preferred experimental strategy to deal with such scenarios is the counting strategy. This consists in
imposing a lower cut on the dilepton invariant mass and in integrating from there over the whole dilepton spectrum,
searching for an excess of events. Such an excess could appear as a shoulder over the expected SM background in case
of wide resonances or as a plateau standing over the SM background in case of contact like BSM interactions. As we
have shown in the previous section, this prescription is actually dominated by systematic uncertainties coming from
the photon PDFs. Again an excess of events can be here mis-interpreted as new physics while in presence of purely
QED effects.

In Sect. IV, we have shown that the forward-backward charge asymmetry is much less affected by PDFs uncertainties
than the dilepton spectrum within the SM. Following this path, we want now to extend our analysis and see how
new physics signals, which might appear in these two observables, would respond to the noise coming from the PI
contribution and its uncertainty at the ongoing LHC RunII. We focus on the Z ′-boson physics and select as benchmarks
the Eχ6 model [3–6], representative of narrow width Z ′ bosons, and the GSM-SSM [43] that is representative of wide
resonances.
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FIG. 11. (a) Differential cross section predicted within the Eχ6 model with a Z′-boson of mass MZ′ = 3.5 TeV. The black solid
line represents the combined (DY + PI) background including PDFs uncertainty and the red line the full contribution including
the Z′ signal. (b) Reconstructed AFB distribution for the same benchmark including PDF uncertainty. The line color code is
the same as in (a). Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV).

A. Narrow width Z′-boson

In this section, we consider the extra heavy Z ′-boson predicted by the Eχ6 model [3–6], which is characterized
by a narrow width. The present mass bound for this particle is MZ′ ≥ 2700 GeV [11]. We compare the dilepton
spectrum with the reconstructed AFB for this scenario, with particular emphasis on the theoretical error due to QED
effects. The impact of the inclusion of the PI process in the SM background is shown in Fig. 11 where we display the
differential cross section in the dilepton invariant mass (a) and the reconstructed AFB (b) in the same variable for
MZ′ = 3.5 TeV. The error bands in the plots represent the PDF uncertainties on the corresponding observables.
The sizeable uncertainty generated by the inclusion of the QED effects is evident from the plots. We can moreover
conclude that the reconstructed AFB is more robust against PDF errors than the spectrum, also in the instance of
new physics. The inclusion of the photon induced lepton pairs and their PDF uncertainties is crucial in the estimate
of the significance of the BSM signal. In Fig. 12 we consider the two cases where we (correctly) include the PI
contribution in the SM background, quoting its uncertainties in the overall error, (colored lines) and where the PI
events are considered as part of the new physics signal and the QED PDFs uncertainty in not included in the overall
error (black lines). This comparison is shown for the the dilepton spectrum (upper plots) and the reconstructed AFB
(lower plots), for two different values of the luminosity L = 300 fb−1 (the project luminosity that will be reached in a
three years time) and L = 3 ab−1 (the project value of the high luminosity LHC upgrade). The significance is defined
as

α =
|S −B|

∆(S +B)
(VI.1)

where S represents the BSM signal and B is the expected SM background. The overall uncertainty is the quadratic
sum of the statistical and PDF errors, ∆(S + B)2 = ∆2

stat + ∆2
PDF. The PDF error has been estimated as described

in Sect. III, while the statistical error for the two observables is calculated as

∆dσ
stat =

√
N (VI.2)

∆AFB∗

stat =

√
1−AFB∗2

N
(VI.3)

where AFB∗ is the reconstructed AFB and N is the total number of expected SM events. Even if quite basic, this
estimate of the total error and consequently of the significance gives already a fair perspective of the impact of the
PI contribution on the interpretation of BSM searches.
As one can see from the upper plots in Fig. 12, with increasing the luminosity the possibility of detecting a new
Z ′-boson at higher mass in the dilepton spectrum would in principle grow, owing to the reduced statistical error.
However, the PI contribution and its theoretical error, both increasing with the energy scale, cap this potential
enhancement. In this respect, the reconstructed AFB has the ability to cope with the QED theoretical error much
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FIG. 12. (a) Differential cross section significance within the Eχ6 model with a Z′ of mass MZ′ = 3.5 TeV. The black line
represents the case where only the default DY process is accounted for as a SM background. The red line represents the case
where the combined (DY + PI) process is taken into account as SM background. The integrated luminosity is L = 300 fb−1.
(b) Same as (a) for a Z′ with MZ′ = 4.5 TeV and an integrated luminosity L = 3 ab−1. (c) Significance of the reconstructed
AFB distribution with and without the PI contribution, for a Z′ boson of mass MZ′ = 3.5 TeV and an integrated luminosity
L = 300 fb−1. (d) Same as (c) for a Z′ with MZ′ = 4.5 TeV and an integrated luminosity L = 3 ab−1. Standard acceptance
cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV) as well as the declared efficiencies of the electron and muon channels [12]. NNLO
QCD corrections are accounted for in the DY term [47]. The overall significance is the combination of the significances in the
two lepton channels. The binning has been chosen to represent an average of the two channel resolutions.

better. The PI contribution has no appreciable effect on the significance, as shown in the two lower plots in Fig. 12.
Similar results will be found in next section, where we discuss the broad resonance case.

B. Wide Z′-boson

Experimental searches for non-resonant objects in the invariant mass distribution are usually performed adopting
a counting strategy approach. That means imposing a lower cut on the dilepton invariant mass and summing over all
events from there on. One thus compares the observed number of events with the theoretical expectation. For any
meaningful interpretation of BSM searches, it is then of great importance to have a precise determination of the SM
background in magnitude and shape. In this case, the photon induced dilepton events play a major role. They indeed
become relevant for Mll ≥ 3 TeV, especially if one considers their PDF uncertainties.
In this section, we consider a broad Z ′-boson with couplings as predicted by the GSM-SSM [43]. We take the ratio
Γ/MZ′ = 20%. Our choice is dictated by the fact that this model is often used as benchmark by the experimental
collaborations.
Differential cross section and reconstructed AFB distribution in the dilepton invariant mass within this model are
shown in Fig. 13, where the error bands represent here the PDF uncertainties. In contrast to the previous narrow-
width case, now the noise on the spectrum coming from the SM dilepton production with the inclusion of QED effects
is much larger. Compared to the default DY background, represented by the dashed black line in Fig. 13a, the full
SM background coming from the combined (DY+ PI) process and depicted by the gray region around the central
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FIG. 13. (a) Differential cross section predicted within the GSM-SSM model with a Z′-boson of mass MZ′ = 3 TeV and
Γ/MZ′ = 20%. The black dashed line represents the pure DY background as default reference, the black solid line the
combined (DY + PI) background including the PDFs uncertainty and the red line the full contribution including the Z′ signal.
(b) Reconstructed AFB distribution for the same benchmark including PDF uncertainty. The line color code is the same as in
(a). Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV).

value (black solid line) has a sizeably different magnitude and shape. Such shape could easily fake either a broad
resonance or a non-resonant type of new physics signal (like the well studied contact interactions). Once again, the
reconstructed AFB looks much more solid in presence of QED effects and related theoretical uncertainties as shown
in Fig. 13b. This appears also in the estimate of the significance.
As for the previous narrow Z ′-boson case, we calculate the significance of this type of BSM signal for the dilepton
spectrum and the reconstructed AFB. The results are shown in Fig. 14. As before the black and the colored lines
represent the projected result of a traditional analysis and the result obtained when one correctly includes the PI
contribution in the SM background expectation and its PDF uncertainty in the total error. From the two upper plots
in 14, we evince that the increase in significance expected at higher luminosities for a given mass MZ′ is hampered by
the presence of QED effects. The situation is much cleaner for the reconstructed AFB, which is very mildly affected
by the uncertainties on the PI contribution.
The broad resonance case shares similarities with the non-resonant case. In this instance, the theoretical interpretation
of any excess of events in the dilepton spectrum would suffer the presence of large uncertainties in the SM background
estimate. The accurate knowledge of the latter is in fact limited by the QED PDF uncertainties, especially when
considering the usual dilepton spectrum as primary observable. The reconstructed AFB is clearly less affected by
QED effects and, particularly in presence of either a broad resonance or a non resonant type of new physics, it could
help validate a possible excess of events observed in the dilepton spectrum that would otherwise be very difficult to
interpret owing to the large theoretical uncertainties.
An advisable strategy would then be working with both observables. The spectrum should be used first to detect any
excess, the AFB should intervene in the post discovery process of interpreting the obtained experimental results.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the search for dilepton signals of new physics that may appear at large invariant masses in LHC data samples
one ought to rely upon a high level of control of the SM background, as possible manifestations of BSM signals may
occur in observables in which the shape and size of signal and background are similar. This could be the case for
both the cross section (when the signal of a, e.g., Z ′ state is very broad) and AFB, the latter having been hailed as
a discovery variable (other than a diagnostic one) to be used alongside the former, precisely in such cases (of broad
resonances).
Hence, in this paper, we estimated the relative impact of the two dominant irreducible backgrounds from the SM
onto dilepton searches at high invariant masses: (i) DY production via s-channel exchange of a γ and Z boson (both
being off-shell); (ii) photo-production via PI in t, u-channel scattering. In order to do so, we resorted to the only
three available sets of PDFs including also photons in the evolution equations of partons inside the proton as well as
deeply interacting states. The three choices were the most recent NNPDF set, the MRST2004QED distribution and
the CT14QED set.
We found that, from the viewpoint of assessing theory systematics, while the DY channel is generally under control
as far as the prediction of the central value and the associated error are concerned, this is no longer the case for the
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FIG. 14. (a)Differential cross section significance within the GSM-SSM model with a Z′-boson of mass MZ′ = 3 TeV and
Γ/MZ′ = 20%. The black line represents the case where only the default DY process is accounted for as a SM background. The
red line represents the case where the combined (DY + PI) process is taken into account as SM background. The integrated
luminosity is L = 300 fb−1. (b) Same as (a) for a Z′ with MZ′ = 3.2 TeV and an integrated luminosity L = 3 ab−1. (c)
Significance of the reconstructed AFB distribution with and without the PI contribution, for a Z′ boson of mass MZ′ = 3
TeV and an integrated luminosity L = 300 fb−1. (d) Same as (c) for a Z′ with MZ′ = 3.2 TeV and an integrated luminosity
L = 3 ab−1. Standard acceptance cuts are applied (|ηl| < 2.5 and plT > 20 GeV) as well as the declared efficiencies of the
electron and muon channels [12]. NNLO QCD corrections are accounted for in the DY term [47]. The overall significance is
the combination of the significances in the two lepton channels. The binning has been chosen to represent an average of the
two channel resolutions.

PI process, irrespectively of which PDF set is used. On the one hand, the NNPDF prescription for computing the
PDF errors yields a large uncertainty, which can be of order O(100%). On the other hand, the MRST2004QED set
offers no error analysis, while the error extraction procedure for the CT14QED set is not yet systematic. Indeed,
large differences occur between the three packages in the central value predictions as well. All such features are well
visible in the cross section distribution mapped against the dilepton invariant mass.
One way to overcome the issue is trying to suppress the photon induced SM background to BSM searches, so that its
theoretical uncertainty becomes implicitly harmless. We have analysed different sets of kinematical cuts that might
be imposed experimentally. We have shown that the best option would be stiffening the selection of the dilepton final
state by reducing the |ηl| range of each lepton. In this manner, it is possible to reduce somewhat the contribution of
the PI process relatively to the DY one, owing to the fact that the t, u-channel QED dynamics requires the final state
leptons to be in the forward/backward direction more often than in the case of the DY channel. However, it remains
unclear whether such cuts justify the loss of BSM signal, which also occurs.
Another way of keeping under control the QED theoretical uncertainty is resorting to the reconstructed forward-
backward charge asymmetry. The theoretical errors coming from the QED PDFs are in fact largely reduced in the
case of AFB (again, plotted versus Mll), thus reinforcing the use of this observable as a well motivated discovery
probe. The reason is twofold. Firstly, being a ratio of cross sections, independently of the di-lepton production mode,
systematic errors due to either PDF sets cancel out to a large extent. Secondly, the more troublesome of the two
contributions (i.e. the PI one) does not contribute (at lowest order) to AFB, only to the overall normalization. We
have illustrated this phenomenology for the case of both a narrow and wide Z ′-boson.
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Therefore, in absence of theoretical improvements in the modeling of the photon contribution to the evolution and
extraction of PDFs, it becomes crucial to tension the results from the search for Z ′ states (or indeed any other type of
new physics giving rise to lepton-pairs asymmetrically with respect to the beam direction) obtained from the dilepton
spectrum against those coming from the reconstructed AFB.

Our results on the relative contribution of PI processes in dilepton searches for new physics signals at the LHC warrant
further, detailed investigations of precision Standard Model physics in the photon-photon channel. This includes
higher-order corrections to the evolution of the photon PDF and to photon-initiated hard production processes, as
well as the consistent treatment of contributions from finite photon virtualities in the high-energy collision. In this
respect, we plan to investigate approaches to the equivalent photon approximation in a forthcoming study. We expect
relevant Standard Model effects in searches based on PI processes to involve both QED/electroweak corrections and
QCD contributions from the coupling of photons to jets.

Note added. The salient features of this work were presented by JF in the CMS public meeting [51] and by EA at
MASS2016 [52]. Further, while finalizing the present paper we became aware of Ref. [53], with which we agree in
most respects.
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